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Arsrnecr

A new scheme of classification is proposed for metilite-bearing plutonic rocks with more than l07o melilite and less than
507o pimary carbonate phases, based on the absolute modal abundances of the dominant minerals. Melilitolite is retained as
a "general" root-name for all such rocks. Previous definitions of terms used in the classification of these rocks, including
afrikandite' kugdite, okaite, turjaite and uncompahgrite, are modified in order to provide "specific" root-names for melilirolites.
A new rock-name, "ultramelilitolite", is proposed as a specific root-nams f6l samples with more than 657o melilite. The use of
multiple root-na.mes and the problems associated with the use of mineral modifiers in rock nomenclature are discussed.

Keyword:; melilitolite, afrikandite, kugdite, okaite, tudaite, uncompahgrite, "ultramelilitolite", modifier, root-name.

Sonauenn,

Nous pr6sentons ici un nouveau sch6ma de classification visant les roches plutoniques contenant plu s de 70Vo de mdlilite
et moins de 507o de phases carbonat6es primaires, et fond6 sur Ia teneur des min6raux dominants en termes absolus. Nous re-
tenons le terme "m6lilitolite" comme racine du nom de telles roches. Les d6finitions utilis6es ant6rieurement dans le
classification de ces roches, par exemple, afrikandite, kugdite, okarte, tu{ar'te et uncompahgrite, sont ici modifi6es afin d'en
arriver d des noms de base spdcifiques dans ce sch6ma. Un nouveau nom, "ultram6lilitolite", est propos6 pour les 6chantillons
contenant plus de 65Vo de m6lilite. Nous discutons I'utilisation de noms de base multiples et les problbmes associ6s tr I'utili-
sation de noms de mindraux collme qualificatifs dans la nomenclature de ces roches.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s; m6li1itolite, afrikandite, kugdite, okar'te, turjarte, uncompahgrite, "ultram6lilitolite", qualificatifs, noms de base.

IxrnooucrroN

Although melilite-bearing igneous rocks are compara-
tively rare on a worldwide scale, these unusual rocks play
an important role in assessing the petrogenetic signifi-
cance of mantlederivd SiOlpoor magmas. The current
IUGS classification scheme for melilite-bearing intrusive
rocks proposed by Streckeisen (1979) nd Le Maitre
(1989), and recently aftumed by Wootley et al. (7996),
defines both innusive and extusive melilite-bearing rocks
solely on the basis of three minelal components: melilite,
olivine and pyroxene. Unforfimately, ttrese minerals do not
adequately reflect the mineral assemblages present in
worldwide, plulonic, melilite-bearing rocks.

A classification scheme called the Petrographic
Code was formulated by Mikhailov et aI. (1995) in an
attempt to classify all magmatic and metamorphic

rocks. Included in this scheme was a section on
melilite-bearing intrusive rocks, based on a classifica-
tion scheme first proposed by Egorov (1969). This
scheme uses (and in some cases redefines) nomenclature
taken from the intemational literatwe. Although the clas-
sification schemeby MikhasTov et aL (1995) is one of the
most realistic attempts to classify melilite-bearing intru-
sive rocks thus far, it has two drawbacks: (i) it strays too
far from the original definitions of the terms used in the
nomenclature, and (ii) it does not follow current IUGS
guidelines on rock nomenclature. In a detailed classi
fication of undersaturated alkaline rocks, Mitchell
(1996) included a section on extrusive and intrusive
melilite-bearing rocks which provided a compromise
between the schemes of Woolley et al. (1996) and
Mikhailov et al. (1995), but did not sufficiently reflect
natural mineral assemblages. The present paper sum-
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marizes previous work on the description and classifi-
cation of worldwide intrusive melilite-bearing rocks,
and provides a new, comprehensive scheme of classifi-
cation based on their modal mineralogy, which respects
both old terminology and modern guidelines regarding
the nomenclature of igneous rocks.

Swnraenv oF PREYIoUs WoRK

Early afiempts to name intusive melilite-bearing rocks
were made in the filsthalf of the twentieth cenurry. l,arsen
& Hunter (1914) used ttre terrn'tncompahgrite'to define
a melilitelyroxene rock from hon Hill, Colorado. l.arsen
(1942) subsequently described an average uncompahgnte
from Iron Hill as containing 68Vo melilite, 15%
clinopyroxen e, | IVo magnetite o 3 Vo per ov skite, 2Vo
mica, LVo apatite and minor calcite. However, the moda.l
abundances of uncompahgrites at Iron Hill vary widely.
Melilite can make up ftom 50 tD 100% of the total, and
nepheline and garnet also can be present (Larsen 1942).
Further detailed penological sndies of the uncompahgttes
and relaredrocks atlron Hill werecanied outbyTi:mple &
Grogan (1965) and Nash(1972).

Intrusive melilite-bearing rocks ils d$undsnl in Russia,
particularly in the Kola Peninsula and the Maimecha-Kotui
hovince in Siberia. Ramsay (1921) and Kranck (1928)
defined the term 'turjaite" to describe the abundant
nepheline-bearing melilitolites ftom the Tlriy Peninsula in
the Kola Peninsula- The type-locality turjaitss from Ttriy
contain melilite (20-65Vo), nepheline or cancrinite orbottr
(lG3 5Ea), mca Q-j 57o), m agnetite (!307o), perovskite
(4Vo),with minor apatile and gamet and rare calcite and
clinopyroxene (IGanck 1928, Bell et al. 1996). The lerm
"okaite" was defined by Stansfield (1923) for the haiilne-
bearing equivalent of turjaite, described from the Oka
Complex in western Quebec. Samples of okaite and re-
lated melilite-bearing rocks from Oka tlpically contain
melilite (30-907o), nepheline (<40Vo), haiiyne (<40Vo),
clinopyroxene (<IIVo), with minor apatite, calcite, mag-
netite, mica and perovskite @by 1973, Treiman & Essene
1985, Gold et al.1986).

Afrikandite, from the Aftikanda complex in the Kola
Peninsul4 was firstdefinedby Chirvilskii et al. (194O) as
an intrusive rock containing clinopyroxene, magnedte,
melilite, mic4 olivine and perovskite. A later definition of
aftikandite by S/rensen (1974) as a melilile - perovskite
- magnetite rock was used by Nielsen (1980) to classiff
ring-dyke rocks from the Gardiner intrusion in Greenland
which also contain mica and apatite in substantial quanti-
ties. Other rocks from Gardiner were classified as turjaite
and uncompahgrite. The Rangwa complex in Kenya was
described by Le Bas (1977) as containing turjaite (40-
59Vo melulite, l-j%o nepheltne and cancrinite,2-57o
clinopyroxene, 3-l5Vo perovskite, 5457o micU l-ISVo
magnetite atd3-luVo apatite), with rarer uncompahgnte
(<1,7Vo clnopyroxene and 4Vo obvne), and afrikandite
(157o perovskite and l6Vo magnetite).

Olivine-bearing melilite rocks from the Kugda Massif
within the Maimecha-Kotui Province in Siberia were
termed "kugdite' by Egorov (1969). Most melilite-bearing
rocks from the other Maimecha-Kotui massifs have been
classified as kugdite, okaite, turjaite and uncompahgrite,
using the scheme of Egorov (1969). The Maimecha-Konri
province includes the Guli massif, the largest alkaline
complex in the world (1500 km'z), which also contains
melilitolite and kugdite (Yegorov 1989). Kovdorite,
also described as an olivine turjaite, was found in the
KovdorMassif byAatlctnd(1945). Detailed sutdies of the
Kovdor rocks were subsequently carried out by Kupletsky
(1948), who devised an early three-component scheme of
classification for the samples. Kukharenko et al. (1965)
described melilite-bearing samples from Kovdor, includ-
ing kovdorites and tudaites, 4s goltaining significant
quantities of olivine (<l9%o) and monticellite (<20Vo),
as well as nepheline-, clinopyroxene- and mica-bearing
varieties. Atzamastsev (1994) described the dominant
mineralogy of the turjaites from Kovdor as melilite
(25 -5 O Vo), nepheline (l 5 -3 0 7o), mica (20 -25 Vo) ar^d
clinopyroxene (5-25Vo). An unusual melilitolite sill at
Pian de Celle, Italy, was described by Stoppa et aL
(1997). It contains -l2%o calcite and257o leucite, and
was given the name "calcite leucite melilitolite".

ClassrlceuoN or MsLLnoI-[Es

Rationale

Many melilite-bearing intrusive rocks are dominated
by the presence of one (or two) other mineralso apart
from melilite. Table I demonstrates the three principal
melilite-bearing mineral assemblages: (A) silicates (di-
vided into mafic and felsic groups), @) oxides, and (C)
carbonates. Most melilite-bearing rocks fall into cat-
egory A, but categories B and C are represented in
several intrusions, and any proposed scheme of nomen-
clature needs to take these assemblages into
consideration.

TABLB 1 . MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES IN MBLILITOLIIES AND
DEFINMON OF SPECIFIC R@T-NAMES

crcup Domindt minemlogy Defining mineml (>10%) Spcific @t'nme

melil'rc (>657o) "ulmelilholite"
pyrcxene uncomPalErite
olivine kugdite

nepheline ruqdrc
hauyne okaiE

B oxide FrcvskiE afrikddhe

C @bonde (prinary) [carbowe > 50Va carboMite]
cdbone<5070 e.S.calci te-nel i l i to l i te*

Ifatrysqle @d#. llm tbe ldlo of 'mtl4 @ oftht d€dniag mhsal4 \s th' ffi

ah';d;,ffig di!@l EiI p@vids the spaiflc @ts''9@ Ii4odif,@ Esy bs used b d@td

re thm 10/o of poniolar Ei@d!' @d @ lided h ordc of iwing abudne
' No ep*ift ffi--@s is Fovided frr @pl6 ffiining ffi tbe ICp/o @d ls rhe 5f%

priE6y @rbond6 pb!s.



The scheme proposed in the present paper is based
on the modal mineralogy of a worldwide spectrum of
intrusive melilite-bearing samples, as shown nTable2,
and provides a concise and descriptive terminology for
their classification. The proposed scheme attempts to:
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i) follow the current IUGS guidelines on the naming of
igneous rocks, ii) clearly define previous melilite-bear-
ing rock names with respect to each other, and iii)
respect the original definitions of the previous rock
names, as far as possible.

TABII 2. MoDAL MINERAITOGY oF MELILrroLrrEs woRLDwrDE, AND NEw cLAssIFIcATToN

Massif Litsafirrename AryAp CalcmftHynt tMgtMel Mi MlcNe Ol pruCpx l/ Pre'fix Specffic root-nane

Rangwalu unjaite
turjaite
aujaite

uncompahgrite
uncompahgirc

hon tfll [2] uncoryahgrite

Oka [3] okaite

nepheline okaite
hailyn*pyroxene okaite

-l4l okaiter

- tsl

nepheline melilitolite

nepheline okaite

okaite
okaite

l 0

4

I t r

| 4045 I 3 tr 99
E 5 3 1 3  3  t s 5  9 7
1 5 5 9  5  2  t 3  2  9 8
r 6 3 4  2 6 1 7 1 0 0
t 6 5 9 t r  r 1 5  l  1 0 0

l0 5G. 2 <5 3 15 <t00
100

<5 30- <5
90

< ,10 <5
3 0 <

5- 30- 1-
1 0 7 0  s
5 3 0 5

50
5  3 G t 0

50
6 6 5 1 6
5 6 9 E

apatite-mic€

nagnetite

megnetite

Pyrox€ne

nepheline
hatyne
bailpe

PJrcXene
calcite

molilitolite
afrikarulhe
afrikandite

uncompahgrite
afrikandits

uncompahgrit€
'ultranelilitolite"

okaite
Atrjaite
turjaite
okaite

melilitolite

turjaite

turjaits

'ultramelilitolite"

"ultramelilitolits'

melilitolite

melilitolite

hdaite
turjaite

melilitolite
"tltranelilitolite'

unmmpahgrite
turjaite

'liltmrnelilitolite"
'ultranelilitolite"

"ultramelilitolite"
'\rltramelilitolite"
'tltnmelilitolite"

krydite
fultrsselilitolite"
uncompahgrite
unconpahgrite

tu.jait"
turjaite
turjaite
turjait"
turjaite
arjaite
turjaite

uncompahgrite
unconpalryrite

hgdite

3G I 5G.
50 70

4 t00
6 100

<5 <5 <40

<5 <5 40
2- t5-
5 5 0
t r 3

l 3

2
2 7

<40 <5<10

4 0 4 0
10 60

t- 100
5

5 0 5 5 0

Pian di Celle [6] calcite-leucite
melilitolits

TuIV t4 calcite melilitolitei
trjaite
ufjsite
tu!'aite
turjaite

- ttl rtrjaite
melilitolite

Kovdor [9] turjaite

- tlOl melilitolite
melilirolite

mouticellite melilitolite
mortiellite melilholite
modicellite melilitolite

kugdite
uncompahgrite
uncompat€rite
rtaoompahgrite

pblogopite turjaite
phlogopite orjaite
phlogopite turjaite
phlogopite trrrjaite

turjaite
twjaire
turjaite
turjaite
E rjait€

Afrikanda[Il] aftikandite

mtca

calcite-lorcite

calcite

mica
magnetite

cancrinite-nica
nepheline

p)rcxene
nepheline

momiellit*pyroxene
monticellite

pyroxene

mica
pyroxene

mica
pyroxene
pyrcxene
pyroxene
nepheline
nepheline

perovskite

2E
r

2 5 4 2 t  9 0 . 5 7 l . s  5  6 8

<5 <525-2U 15- <5 5- 70-
50 25 30 25 85

1 9 0 4  < t 5 1 0 0
I t 9 4  < 1 5 1 0 0
t t 7 3 < l  3  4  < l  8  1 0 0
5 7 2  l 0  3 < l l 0 l 0 0
5 6 9  2 0  2 < 1 4 t 0 0
|  62  4  7  l 9< l  7  100
|  7 0  2  < 1 2 7  l w
1 0 3 6 2  |  2 < 1 4 8 1 0 0
3 2 9 2  < t 6 7 1 0 0
1 4 6 2 7  1 5 2  |  8 5
l 0 5 9 l E  1 4  < l  3  8 6
t 0 4 4 7  2 6  < t 1 3  7 4
6 3826 27 <l  3 73
7 5 9 1  2 2  < l l l 7 8
5 4 t  3 l  < 1 1 5 6 9
t 4 5  2 7  t 1 9 7 3
2  4  22  <137  78
6  1 3  I  3 0  < l 5 t  7 0

5 10 75 l0 100

1055  2  I  2  t r  100
5  N t 2  3 5  5  6 s

3  4 6 n  n  3  7 7
3020 t2  2 t  5  72
3  3035  t r  4  84
7 6 5 6 r 1 0  5 t r 9 0

t 2
4 l
4 4 1 6 4
t r l  2

<5

<l
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TABLE 2 (cont'd). MODAL MINERALOGY OF MELILITOLITES WORLD\fIDE, AND NEW CLASSIFICATION

Massif Iiteraturename AnpAp CalcocrtHynkiMgtMelMiMENo Ol Pncpx M' Preft( Specific root-name

It{ainecba - Kotui province [12]
Odehincha unmmpahgrite
Kugda uncompahgdte
Kugda olivine unonrpahgrite
Kugda nephelineuncompahgrite
Bihit-Zspad ne,pheline uncompahgrtre
Bitrit-Zapad torjaite
Kars-Mery turjaite
Nemaket turjaite
Odehincha turjaite
Atrdyak tudaite
Changit porpffiic nrjaite
Biffi-Za,ptd olivineurjaite
Kara-Meny olivine ufjaite

Romaneecha olivineurjaite
N€rnakeet olivinearjaite
Kara-Ndery olivineurjaite
clura nepheline nrjaito
Odehincha pyroxene okaite
Kara-Mfly okahe
Bihit-Vostchy olivineokaite
Kara-Meny okaite
N€makeet okahe
Kugda tugdito
Kugds hedite
Kugda nephslinekugdite
Culinsky pyroxene hrgdite
culirsky melilitolite
Gulinsky olivine melilitolirc
Kugda nephelinemelilitolite
KWda nepheline melilitolite

Gedin€r Il3l

0.3 0.3

l 2
2 l

2- + 0.5-
3 5  I

1 .5
l 3
20

2 t o
< l  1 5 t r  2
I

2 < l
l < l

< l
I

I
6 2 0

8
2

6E
t 3 7 6  |
9 74 0.5
t 6 s 9  4  3
9 7 4
l0 64 0.3
3 7 7 4
t0 62 t4
s 6 6
l5 32 0.5
t s 2 5  6
1 2 5 8  I
t- 30- 5-
l0 35 10
1237 3 14
5 21 "tO
5  3 1  5
8 3 s 2  5
3 5 6 5
1 0 5 1  I
8 4 t 6
5 3 0
l  3 7  l l
12 70 0.5 0.5
t2 41 13
9 4 8 1 3
4 3 0  1 5
1 3 7 7  5
t 7 7 5  1
2 5 6 t  2
25 72 0.40.6

12 83
1 0 M
l0 E3
6 75-0.5
8 8 3  I

7.5 7a t .5
18 54 5.5
2 1 4 5  9
t2 63 0.5

E2 <"1
t 7 7 t o
15 72
15 60
7 6 3 4
6  6 8 < t
5  3 0 1 0
t 5 7 s  2
15 50
4  4 5 4 0
5 1 5  1

tultrameliliolite'
'ultramelilitolite'

fulrramelilitolite"
melilitolite

fultramelilitolite'
uncompahgrite

'ultamelilitolite"

melilitolite
-dtramelilitolite"

uncompahgrite
uncompBhgrite

turjaite
turjaite

unmmpahgrite
uncompahgrite

tu{ail!
trr.jaite
trjaite
tudaite
brjaite
turjaite
hdaite

'ultranelilitolite'

h€dite
hrgrlite
kugdite

'tltramelilitolite"
'ultamelilitolite"

melilitolire
fulranelilitolite-'

'ultramelililolitd'
'ultramelilitolite"
'ultramelilitolite"
'tltramelilitolite"

fultramelilitolite"
melilitolite
melilitolite
afrikandite

'ulrarnelilitolite"
'ultaoelflitolite"
'ultramelilitolite"

afrikandite
uncompahgdte

'ultsamelilitolite"

uncompahgdte
"ultramelilitolie"

melilitolite
mslilitolite

uncompahgrite

30 100
0.3 l0 100

l0 7 100
t 3 4 9 9 9
4 5  7  9 6
1 0 2  1 5  9 0
9 1  7  9 1
9  s 9 1
l 0  3 5 9 0
2 0 1  2 5 t 0
1 5 5  3 s E s
1 4 7  |  6  E 6
25- 5- 10- 65-
35 10 t5 75
1 0 8  1 6 9 0
20 10 34 E0
2a 20 l2 72
30 20 70
2 5  7 7 5
3 8 r  6 2
3 3 3  I  |  6 7
5 0 t 0  5  5 0
2 9 t 7 1

14 0.5 2 100
1 3 4  I
7 2 0  3  9 3

3 0 1 1 1 @
2  3 1 0 0
7 0.2 tN

5  2 4  9 5
r I 0.2 t00

PJtroxene
pyrcm€

olivine
nagnetite

nephelino

nepheline
nephelinrmagnetite
nepheline-magnetite

pyroxene

olivine-monicellite
olivine-nepholine
pyroxenerlivine

pyroxene

olhins
gamel
olivine

montiellite

magnetite
magnetite
magnetite

1 1 1 0 0
2 100

5  2 1 0 0
2- 2- t00
5 4

6.5 5 100
6 3.5 100 apatite-msgnetite

4.5 100 aparitemagnetite
12 1.5 100 apatite

<l 100 calcite
3 t00
3 l0 t@ pyrox€ne
18 4 100
5 20 100
6 t5 100 pyroxene
5 s0 100
5 1 1 0 0
7 100 apathe
3 100 phlogopite
2 75 t00

i also melilite cartonarites with >50/o calcite.
References: [ 1l I: Bas (1977), [2] I.ars€n (1%2), [3] cold ?t al (1986), [4] Tre"nm & Essene (1985), [5] Eby (1973), [6] Stoppa e, 4l (1997), a\
Drmrorth (tr[ tt] Be[ et al. (1996), [9] Arzmastsw (1994), [l0] N.S. Rudachwslry, unpubl. data, fl 11 E.A Dmwort\ unpubl. datq [2] Egorov
(l%9) [t3] T. Niels€rl (pers. com'n., lD7). The symbols used are those of Kretz (1983), qc€pt thd Mgt is chos€n for nagnethe. In addition, Amp
reFesens gmFhtole, and M repres€fts mica.

Root names

1. Melilitolite is affirmed as a general root-name for all

plutonic rocks containing >10% modal melilite and4o%o
modal primary carbonate @oolTey et a\.1996), as shown
in Figure 1. Any sample containing <10% melilite is not
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a melilitolite and should be defined on the basis of the
rest of its modal mineralogy with "melilite-bearing-"
used as a prefix (Le Maitre 1989). Samples of this na-
ture fall into the shaded area in Fisure 1.

pnmary
carbonate

melilite [ 1 00-carbonate-melilite]

Frc. 1. Classificafion of rocks gontaining primary carbonate,
melilite and other minerals, based on modal mineralogy.
The division between melilitolite and carbonatite occurs ar
5OVo cubonate, following the flow-chart classification for
all igneous rocks, outlined in Woolley et aI. (1996).T\e
creation of the specific root-name 'tltramelilitolite"

within the melilitolite field occurs at 657o melililire. The
shaded area represents rocks with less that llVo rnelilite,
which are not considered to be melilitolites.

2. If more detailed nomenclature is required, and in order
to define terms used in previous studies with respect to
each other, the following use of specific root-names is
also suggested. Samples that contain greater than ll%o
modnl abundance ofany ofthe five "defining minerals"
olivine, pyroxene, perovskite, nepheline and haiiyne,
may use the specific root-name associated with that min-
eral, as listed in Table 1. Any sample that contains in
excess of IIVo of more than one of the "defining miner-
als" may derive a specific root-name from the most
abundant "defining mineral", and any less abundant "de-
fining mineral(s)" may be used as a modifier(s), as
shown in Figure 2.
3. We propose that any plutonic sample with melilite in
excess of657o should be given the specific root-name
"ultramelilitolite". This aspect of the classification
scheme is explained in further detail in a later section
and is shown in Figures 1, and2.

Modifiers

Modifiers are normally used to denote high quanti-
ties of a particular mineral in a sample. We suggested
that any mineral with more than IUVo absolute modal
abundance in a melilitolite should have the mineral
name added as a modifier to the root name; where more
than one modffier is requfued, the modifiers are listed in
order of increasing mineral abundance. However, the
"defining mineral" used to define a specific root-name,
as described above, should not be used as an additional
modifier. For example, the scheme precludes the use of
"nepheline turjaite".

It is also suggested that mica and magnetite should
be used as modifiers only where they reach more than
l57o absolute modal abundance, given that these min-
erals are relatively abundant in many samples of
melilitolite, as seen in Table 2.

Note

It should be emphasized that the terms of rock no-
menclature derived by using general and specific
root-names are equivalent. For example, "nepheline
pyroxene melilitolite" is equivalent to "nepheline
uncompahgrite". Examples of names derived using the
proposals above are listed in Table 2.

Rocx NowNclnrune

Rationale

The choice of minerals used to define the specific
root-names listed in Table 1 was made on the followinq
grounds:
a) In order to limit the number of root-names in the
classification scheme, we have redefined melilitolite
rock-names that already exist in the lilerature wherever
possible. kevious names such as afrikandite, kugdite,
okaite, turjaite and uncompahgrite have now been de-
fined on the basis of modal mineralogy.
b) Melilitolites can be broadly divided into tbree main
groups, on the basis of dominance of silicate, oxide and
carbonate minerals, as shown in Table 1, and ttre no-
menclature chosen reflects these nafural divisions,
while taking modal mineralogy and the worldwide
abundance of each group into account.
c) The definitions of the terms kugdite and uncompahgrite
in this scheme are very similar to those used by both Le
Maitre (1989) and Mikhailov et al. (1995). However, the
terms turjaite, okaite and afrikandite were listed as "not
recommended usage" by Le Maitre (1989), whereas
turjaite and okaite were redefined by Mikhulov et al.
(1995) in the Petrographic Code, as described below,
but afrikandite was not included.

The original definition ofokaite (Stansfield 1923)
listed haiiyne as an essential mineral, instead of, or as
well as, nepheline. We have chosen to respect this defi-

carbonatite

''. 
melilitolite
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nition in the new classification scheme, while recogniz-
ing that it has previously been used to describe
"melilite-nephelineo' assemblages in the classification
schemes of Egorov (1969) and Mikhailov et al. (1995).
Similarly, turjaite was originally defined by Ramsay
(1921) as a rock containing melilite + nepheline +
phlogopite. The classification scheme proposed in this
paper has used the presence of nepheline to define the
use of the term turjaite, while acknowledging that the
presence of phlogopite also is important in these rocks.
The definitions of Egorov (1969) and Mikhulov et al.
(1995) Iist nepheline + pyroxene as essential compo-
nents in turjaite, but given the limited occurrence of
pyroxene in the type-localiry turjaites of the Turiy Mas-
sif, this definition has been rejected. The original
definition of turjaite @amsey 1921) listed nepheline as

one of the essential minerals. In the system nepheline -

calcite - H2O, Watkinson & Wyllie (1971) showed that
a reaction of nepheline and calcite produced cancrinite
under hydrous conditions, and it has been poshrlated by
Bell et al. (1996) that cancrinite also can fonn as a pri-
mary product of the crystallizatron of a Ca-rich silicate
magma such as tudaite, instead of nepheline.

The use of the term afrikandite to define the melilite-
oxide assemblage @) in Table I follows the definition of
afrikandite by Sorensen (1,974) as a o'melililite -

perovskite - magnetite" rock. The type-localiry
"afrikandite" from the Afrikanda massif is, in fact, a
melilite-bearing olivinite containing -lUVo meliltte, l5Vo
perovskite + magnetite, and 75Vo olivine. The term
"afrikandite" is no longer used in the Russian literature
given the definition ofSprensen (1974), along with the

< 10Yo (forfurther classification return to the
IUGSflow chart of Woollqt et al. (1996))

> 1004

< 650
melilite most abundant

definine mineral > 10%

perovskite

olivine

hauyne

nepheline
pyloxene

afrikandite
kugdite

okaite

tudaite

uncompahgrite

-}

----------t

- )

none ofthese

i does any mineral, other than melilite and any mineral used
.-_--**-_l

_........______._,,_______-J

* It is suggested
that> 1594 beused
for magnetite
and mica.

Flc. 2. Flow-chart classification for plutonic rocks that contain melilite. It should be noted that the use of specific root-names is
optional, and that terms of nomenclature derived using general and specific root-narnes for any given sample are equivalent.

Start here

modifi er only: melilite-bearing

list these minerals in order of
increasing abundance in front
ef 16sf name (ge,neral or specific)

root-name only
(general or specific)
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fact that the rype-localify material contains significant
quantities of perovskite + magnetile, we have chosen to
retain this term to describe melilite--oxide assemblages.

"ULtnalreuLnolrreo'

A term to specifically describe melilite-rich intru-
sive rocks, based on the absolute abundance of melilite,
has been lacking up until now. In the olivine -
clinopyroxene - orthopyroxene scheme of classifica-
tion of ultramafic rocks (Le Maitre 1989), the term
pyroxenite is used to describe rocks whose mafic min-
eralogy is dominated by pyroxene. Similarly, in the
previous olivine - pyroxene - melilite scheme of clas-
sification of intrusive melilite-bearing rocks (Le Maitre
1989), the term melilitolite was used both as a term to
describe rocks with [melilite/(melilite + olivine -
pyroxene)l >90Vo and as a general root-name to de-
scribe any intrusive rock with melilite > 107o. Such
dual usage is inadvisable and misleading for purposes
of rock nomenclature and classification. In our new
proposed scheme, we prefer to use the term
"melilitolite" as a general root-name to describe intrusive
samples with greater than ll%o melitte (and less than
50Vo pimary carbonate). For those melilitolites that con-
tain a high modal abundance of melilite, a new specific
root-name is required. Thus, the term "uhamelilitolite"
is suggested here as a specific root-name for plutonic
rocks with melilite in excess of 65Vo modal abundance.
Examples of 'hltramelilitolite" are listed in Table 2.

DrscussloN

The new scheme of classification proposed in this
paper has been evaluated using the worldwide modal
abundance data listed in Table 2. From the information
provided in this table, it can be seen that a variety of
melilitolites are represented within individual massifso
and that the new terminology provides concise and
clear descriptions for almost all 1[s samples.

There are a number of points to note regarding the
relationship between the classification scheme pro-
posed here, and the current IUGS classification of
igneous rocks. Firstly, Figure l, based on an early part
of the IUGS flow chart for the classification of igneous
rocks outlined in Woolley et aI. (1996), provides a
diagrammatical representation of the sequential classifi ca-
tion of carbonatites and melilitolites. Some melilitoliles
can contain sigrrificant quantities of primary or secondary
carbonate phases, but the presence ofprimary carbonate is
the sole criterion for defining the top apex ofFigure 1.
Secondary carbonate phases may be detected using peffo-
graphic techniques, cathodoluminesence spectroscopy or
geochemical relationships.

Secondly, another aspect of the earlier IUGS classi-
fication of melilitolites (Le Maitre 1989) that has not
yet been discussed is the use of the mafic index M'.

The use of M' in the classification of melilitolites, as
suggested by Woolley et al. (1996) and Le Maitre
(1989), should be discontinued, as M' should only be
used to classiff samples that fall within the QAPF dia-
gram. This also implies that paragraph B.8.2 of Le
Maitre (1989), where it is suggested that rocks contain-
ing more than l0Vo melilite and with M' less than 90
should be named "melilite nepheliniteo' (or, presum-
ably, "melilite ijolite"), is incorrect.

Thirdly, the suggested use ofthe terms "general root-
name" and "specific root-name" throughout this paper
has implications for the classification of other igneous
rocks, where similar situations frequently arise. For ex-
ample, in the classification of ultramafic rocks, the term
peridotite would become a general root-name, whereas
lherzolite, wehrlite and harzburgite would become spe-
cific root-names. Similarly, in the classification of more
SiO2-rich rocks, trachyandesite (general root-narne) can
be divided into benmoreite and latite (specific root-
names), and there are many other examples. It is
important to note that the names derived from general
or specific root-nurmes should be considered equivalent
in rank, and that specific root-names are not "sub-root-
names".

We believe that the melilitolite classification
scheme 6utlined above is to be preferred to the previous
IUGS classification scheme for melilitolites (t e Maitre
1989, Woolley et al. 1996) on the following grounds:
i) The mineral assemblages present in worldwide
melilitolites are inadequately described using the
olivine - pyroxene - melilite triangular plot of Le
Maitre (1989), given the wide variation in the modal
mineralogy of natural melilitolites, as outlined in Ta-
bles I and 2;
ii) All names in the proposed scheme are based on the
absolute abundance of all minerals present, which we
beteve to be more informative than ratioed proporrions
needed in order to use triangular plots. [n a classifica-
tion scheme where only lOVo of a single mineral
(melilite) is essential, nomenclature is required that re-
flects the rest of the 6661a1 minerals;
iii) There is an inconsistency in the use of modifiers
with the methods proposed by Le Maitre (1989). The
purpose of modifiers is to emphasize the presence of
high modal abundances of certain minerals. Modifiers
such as those used by t e Maitre (1989) in their olivine
- pyroxene - melilite triangular plot (e.g., "olivine-
pyroxene melilitolite") are solely defined on the basis
of thetr rehrtve abundance with respect to the other two
minerals, and not in relation to their absolute abun-
dance in the sample. The subsequent use of additional
modifiers, based on the absolute abundance of a mineral
within a sample (e.9., >lOVo), introduces complications
when simultaneously using modifiers defined using
different criteria. The classification proposed here uses
six definitive minerals (melilite, olivineo pJnoxene,
perovskile, hatiyne and nepheline) to classify specific
root-names (table 1), and all modifying prefixes used in
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front ofthe general or specific root-names refer only to
absolute modal abundance.

The classification scheme for intrusive melilitolites
proposed in this paper no longer corresponds to the
mineral assemblage used to classify their extrusive
equivalents, as proposed by k Maitre (1989). The min-
eral assemblage melilite - olivine - pyroxene -

nepheline is common in melilite-bearing extrusive ig-
neous rocks; therefore, we contend that the olivine -
pyroxene - melilite (melilitite) triangle of Le Maitre
(1989) is suitable for classification of extrusive rocks
with more than lOVo melilite. The dissimilarities in
modal mineralogy between extrusive and intrusive
melilite-bearing samples provide suffi cient jusffi cation
to use different schemes of classification to describe
them.

Coxcr.usloNs

This revised and extended classification of melilite-
bearing intrusive rocks provides a comprehensive
scheme of classification, which has been lacking up un-
til now. A clear distinction has been made between
"general" and "specifico' root-names. The term
melilitolite continues to be used as a o'general'o root-
name for plutonic rocks containing more than lOVo
modal melilite and < 5OVo carbonate minerals. The pro-
posed scheme ofclassification has defined older terrns such
as afrikandite, kugdite, okaite, urrjaite, uncompahgrite, that
have been in 'lrnofficial" and uncertain usage for many
yean, as "specifiC'rmt-names, which, along with clearly
defined modifiers, provide a classification scheme that
is concise and descriptive for melilite-bearing plutonic
rocks. "Ultramelilitolite" has been proposed as a new
"specific" root-name for samples with more than 65Vo
metlite. The scheme proposed here provides a conven-
ient and useful way to classiff most melilite-bearing
intrusive rocks.
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